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Abstract

Animal culture and social bonds are relevant to wildlife conservation because they influence

patterns of geography, behavior, and strategies of survival. Numerous examples of socially-

driven habitat partitioning and ecological-niche specialization can be found among verte-

brates, including toothed whales. But such social-ecological dynamics, described here as

‘social niche partitioning’, are not known among baleen whales, whose societies—particu-

larly on foraging grounds—are largely perceived as unstructured and incidental to matters

of habitat use and conservation. However, through 16 years of behavioral observations and

photo-identifications of humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) feeding within a fjord

system in the Canadian Pacific (primarily within Gitga’at First Nation waters), we have

documented long-term pair bonds (up to 12 years) as well as a complex societal structure,

which corresponds closely to persistent patterns in feeding strategy, long-term site fidelity

(extended occupancy and annual rate of return up to 75%), specific geographic preferences

within the fjord system, and other forms of habitat use. Randomization tests of network con-

gruency and clustering algorithms were used to test for overlap in patterns of social structure

and habitat use, which confirmed the occurrence of social niche partitioning on the feeding

grounds of this baleen whale species. In addition, we document the extensive practice of

group bubble net feeding in Pacific Canada. This coordinated feeding behavior was found to

strongly mediate the social structure and habitat use within this humpback whale society.

Additionally, during our 2004–2019 study, we observed a shift in social network structure in

2010–2012, which corresponded with environmental and demographic shifts including a

sudden decline in the population’s calving rate. Our findings indicate that the social lives of

humpback whales, and perhaps baleen whales generally, are more complex than previously

supposed and should be a primary consideration in the assessment of potential impacts to

important habitat.
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Introduction

Patterns of habitat use and the factors that determine it are of fundamental interest in animal

ecology [1]. As species occupy and use habitats according to various needs, they are establish-

ing a certain ecological niche within a common domain of limited resources [2, 3]. To persist

in shared space, sympatric species may differentiate modes of habitat use over time to secure

resources [4]. Within a single population, individuals may even vary their movements, prey

preferences, and behavior in order to reduce niche overlap and minimize intraspecific compe-

tition [5]. Such habitat partitioning, on both inter-species and intra-species levels, facilitates

the coexistence of functional groups, increases local biodiversity and ecosystem complexity,

and uses available resources more efficiently [4].

In any given species, spatiotemporal distribution and ecological niches are the result of

negotiations between environmental dynamics (e.g., turning seasons) and ecological interac-

tions (e.g., competition, feeding, and predation), as well as intrinsic biological factors such as

morphology, reproductive status, and feeding strategy [6–9]. Social relationships are also an

important determinant of habitat use in certain species, particularly within the context of

innately social behaviors such as mating and parental care. The geography and seasonality of

habitat use is often closely related to mating systems and reproductive calendars, e.g., sea tur-

tles [10], marine iguanids [11], many pinnipeds [12], and most seabirds [13]. Even within a

single species, mating systems can change in response to resource availability and habitat type

(e.g., Equus africanus in North America, [14]).

Among the cetaceans, the influence of social-reproductive behavior upon habitat use has

been observed in both odontocetes (toothed whales, porpoises, and dolphins) and mysticetes

(baleen whales). Examples include nursery groups of dusky dolphins (Lagenorhynchus
obscurus) who use shallower waters than other social groups in New Zealand [15], sperm

whale (Physeter macrocephalus) populations whose seasonal geography is partitioned by sex

and age [16], baleen whales who practice large-scale movements between winter breeding

areas and summer feeding areas [17], and specifically humpback whales (Megaptera novaean-
gliae) who partition breeding habitat according to maternal status and other social factors

[18–29].

Outside of a breeding context, such as foraging, the social component of habitat use may

not be easily recognized unless the species feeds socially (e.g., [30]) or travels within stable

family groups (e.g., sperm whales and killer whales, Orcinus orca) or large pods (e.g., tropical

dolphins) [16, 31–33]. But even for relatively solitary species, foraging and other non-repro-

ductive behaviors still occur within a social context [34]. Individuals with similar preferences

for prey and habitat tend to share common spaces and interact regularly with one another,

thus adding a social dimension to their patterns of resource use. These interactions can be

merely coincidental or actively sought out and coordinated. An example of the latter is when

groups of humpback whales gather together and engage in bubble net feeding to capture

schooling fish [35, 36]. As a complex feeding strategy that requires cooperation and potentially

learned behaviors [36], ‘bubble netting’ is a good example of a habitat use strategy with a

strong social component. Over time, as socially intensive behaviors such as bubble netting

recur, the bonds that form among individuals can serve to reinforce the ecological similarity of

an in-group and exacerbate its differences from out-groups [37]. Again, this process of differ-

entiation could happen coincidentally, via simple attraction [38], or actively, via social selectiv-

ity and shared learning [39].

It is in this way that the partitioning of habitat and ecological niche within a population can

come to fall along social boundaries, and that social and ecological roles can become mutually

reinforcing. We shall refer to this mutually reinforcing overlap of social-, habitat-, and
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ecological-partitioning as social niche partitioning. This process has been observed among vari-

ous vertebrate groups, including terrestrial mammals, e.g.,Hapalemur griseus in Madagascar

[40], marine mammals, e.g., the sympatric communities of killer whales in the Pacific North-

west and Southern Ocean [32, 33] and sperm whales in the Mediterranean [41], as well as in

other taxa (see next paragraph).

For many such cases, we know that niche partitioning is the direct result of behavioral traits

that are socially learned and shared, and thus constitute a form of culturally-mediated niche

partitioning [32, 42–46]. Examples are found among mountain sheep [47], sea otters [48],

tool-using apes and monkeys [49–51], and passerine birds that learn about feeding areas, prey

sizes, and predator dangers from parents as well as flock members of different species [52, 53].

Among the cetaceans, examples can be found in the sperm whales of the Galapagos archipel-

ago [16, 46, 54–57], ecologically and acoustically specialized pods of killer whales [58], bottle-

nose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) in Moreton Bay, Australia [59], dusky dolphins of New

Zealand’s South Island [60], and tool-using dolphins elsewhere [61]. In these examples, pat-

terns in habitat partitioning and ecological role within a shared space correspond closely to the

social structure of the population. Sociality informs habitat use, and vice versa.

Among the baleen whales, however, social niche partitioning is considered rare, if it occurs

at all. Biologists are aware of culturally inherited site fidelity to certain breeding and feeding

regions (e.g., [62–64]; small, interannually stable social groups with unique habitat and prey

preferences in areas separate from the remainder of the population (e.g. the Puget Sound feed-

ing group of gray whales, Eschrichtius robustus, [65]); as well as instances of cultural transmis-

sion of novel feeding techniques throughout humpback whale social networks (e.g., ‘lobtail’

feeding in the western North Atlantic, [66]; ‘trap feeding’ in southern British Columbia, [67]).

However, it is not clear the extent to which social structure and other aspects of habitat use

align with these culturally transmitted feeding behaviors. Even on breeding grounds, social

habitat partitioning does not necessarily involve ecological differentiation [18–29].

Baleen whales practice wide-ranging movements, carry out most of their behaviors and

interactions well below the sea surface, and exhibit minimal sexual dimorphism, all of which

makes their social lives particularly difficult to study [68, 69]. Their social behaviors are gener-

ally considered less stable and less consequential than those of odontocetes [70]. This percep-

tion has held for the humpback whale, arguably the best studied baleen whale [17, 71], which

typically forms fluid fission/fusion groups [72–74] in which long-term social bonds have been

seen as the exception [71, 73, 75]. While this has consistently been the case for social behavior

in breeding areas [76, 77], an alternative view of humpback social life on feeding grounds is

now emerging thanks to evidence of long-term social bonds and social network structure in

the Gulf of St. Lawrence [78] and southern Gulf of Maine [79].

Understanding the extent to which such social processes mediate habitat use within hump-

back whale feeding areas, if at all, is of ecological interest in general, but is also needed for the

management of important habitat areas. For example, the fact that humpback mother-calf

pairs and Dusky dolphin nursery groups exhibit clear preferences for certain habitat features

within breeding areas is useful to managers who must discern how best to allocate limited

resources [15, 28, 80]. Likewise, in feeding areas, social cohesion would be of immediate rele-

vance to managers if it were indeed a factor in habitat partitioning, foraging success, or sur-

vival [39, 80] (see Discussion).

Herein we present evidence of social niche partitioning of a proposed critical habitat for

humpback whales in northern British Columbia (NBC) (of the NBC and southeast Alaksa

(SEAK) feeding aggregation, from the Hawai’ian and Mexican Distinct Population Segments

[81]), based upon 16 years of behavioral observations and photo-identification surveys. We

also provide the first documentation of long-term social bonds and the extensive practice of
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bubble net feeding among humpback whales in Pacific Canada, and discuss the implications of

these findings for ecology and conservation within those waters.

Objectives

Our first objective in this study was to describe humpback whale habitat use within a mainland

fjord system proposed as critical habitat [82]. Hereafter we use the term ‘habitat use’ to refer

collectively to characteristics of both site fidelity and behavior. By ‘site fidelity’, we refer to the

return of individuals to the study area across years (interannual fidelity) as well as to patterns

of residency, such as the duration of occupancy within any given year. With the term ‘behav-

ior’, we refer to patterns of discrete actions of individuals or small groups (e.g., traveling, rest-

ing, bubble net feeding, bringing calves to the area, etc.), to patterns of spatial aggregation

associated with those actions, and to geographic and seasonal patterns in the prevalence of

those actions.

Second, with the same field effort, we sought to characterize the humpback whale society

within this fjord system by answering the following questions: how prevalent and stable are

social relationships in the local population within seasons and across years? Furthermore, is

there internal structure to the social community, and is this structure stable across years?

Third, we used these data on whale habitat use and sociality to determine the extent to

which these aspects of humpback whale life mediate one another within this habitat. To do so,

we asked whether aspects of the sociality and habitat use of individuals were strongly related,

and if so, in what specific ways. Finally, to test for social niche partitioning, we asked whether

population-level patterns in habitat use correspond to the internal structure and interannual

stability of the social network. Throughout these analyses, we paid particular attention to

group bubble net feeding (an inherently social behavior), its relationship to other aspects of

habitat use, and its influence upon the social dynamics of the local population.

Methods

Sampling procedure

Data on humpback whale relationships were collected from 2004 to 2019 (n = 16 years) within

the marine territories of the Gitga’at First Nation, Kitasoo/Xai’xais First Nation, and Haisla

First Nation in the Kitimat Fjord System (KFS), mainland British Columbia, Canada (N 52.8–

53.5, W 129.6–128.5; Fig 1). This work was carried out in close collaboration with the Ocean

and Lands Department of the Gitga’at First Nation and under the auspices of Department of

Fisheries and Oceans research permit DFO XR 83 2014. Whales were observed from shore-

based and vessel-based platforms. The vessel-based survey methods we used in all years of the

study are detailed in Ashe et al. (2013) [83]. Briefly, pre-planned survey routes were conducted

using a 7 m skiff as weather permitted from April to November (with occasional trips in Febru-

ary, March, and December) (Fig 1). When humpback whales were detected, groups were

approached with caution, all individuals were counted, location and behavior noted, and iden-

tification photographs of the underside of their tail flukes were collected with standard DSLR

cameras and telephoto lenses, following established protocols for this species (e.g., [84]). In

order to maximize the number of whales identified, fluke photograph capture was opportunis-

tic and the spatial coverage of surveys was extensive but uneven (see Fig 3 in [85]). All relevant

analyses were designed to accommodate this. Fluke photograph capture was non-systematic

in order to maximize the number of whales identified. Shore-based observations occurred

at Cetacea Lab (53˚ 6’17.31"N, 129˚11’37.72"W) from 2010 to 2016 the Wall Islets (52˚

51’29.10"N, 129˚20’28.53" W) from 2013 to 2015, and Fin Island Research Station (N 53˚

13’18.94"N, 129˚22’34.77"W) from 2017 to 2019. At these stations observers carried out
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systematic scans of the waters in front of the station at regular intervals from sunrise to sunset

from May to October. Groups were noted if they came within 500m of shore, and identifica-

tion photographs were taken and catalogued.

Data preparation

For the purposes of the present analysis, we define a sampling occasion as a single calendar

day of photo-identification effort, which usually consisted of up to 16 hours of active monitor-

ing at shore-based stations and 2–10 hours of surveying during vessel-based effort. An encoun-

ter is defined as a unique observation of a unique group (i.e., if a group of the same social

composition was observed twice in one day, as determined through photo-identification, it is

only included once; if certain whales from a previous group are seen with other whales in a

separate group later in the same day, both encounters are included). Females were identified

when they arrived with a calf, such that sex is known only for documented mothers in this

study. All photographs were scored for quality and only high quality photographs were used to

populate annual catalogs of identified individuals (details provided in Ashe et al. [83]).

For our analysis, sighting histories were developed for each individual that summarized

occupancy patterns (see below), observed feeding behaviors, and if a calf was present. To sum-

marize the geographic occurrence of individuals within the KFS, we found their average (and

standard deviation) ‘fjord position’, i.e., the mean swimming distance, in km, from an individ-

ual to the inland-most point of the study area (53˚33’12.11"N, 128˚59’55.39"W, which corre-

sponds to the intersection of Verney Passage and Devastation Channel, denoted by the asterisk

on Fig 1). Swimming distance describes the shortest possible route around islands between

two points within the KFS (R package ‘bangarang’, [86]; this metric has been used in Keen

et al. [85] and Keen et al. [87] instead of GPS coordinates, which are difficult to interpret given

the northeast-southwest orientation of the fjord system, because it captures the habitat condi-

tions of a whale’s location in a single variable). Small values for average fjord position

Fig 1. Study area in the Kitimat Fjord System, British Columbia, Canada, within the territories of the Gitga’at

First Nation, Kitasoo First Nation, and Haisla First Nation. Center pane: Dots indicate locations of research stations.

North to south: Fin Island, Whale Point on Gil Island, and the Wall Islets. Asterisk indicates reference point for fjord

position metrics (see main text). Right pane: Dots indicate locations of humpback whale photo-identification events,

2004–2019.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245409.g001
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correspond to whales that are commonly seen deep within the fjord system, whereas large val-

ues correspond to whales commonly seen in the outer channels near the continental shelf.

These and subsequent analyses, except where noted, were carried out in R 4.0.2 [88].

We defined a group as individuals that come within two body lengths of each other, and

coordinating their swimming, diving, and/or ventilation behavior for at least one surfacing,

following previous studies [74, 78, 79, 89–92].

Habitat use

Site fidelity. We characterized population site fidelity based upon the tendency of hump-

back whales to occupy the study area or to return to it over some period of time [93]. To do so,

we used population-level and individual-based metrics of within-season and interannual

observations (see Appendix 1 in S1 File for complete details of the analyses in this section).

Population-level residency patterns within a year were examined using Lagged Identifica-

tion Rates (LIR; [94, 95]), which depict the probability that an individual identified on any

given day will be re-identified = 1, 2, 3, . . ., max days hence. We set max to 230 days within the

same year as = 0 (chosen because the maximum duration of any field season was 223 days),

used only lags with 10 or more paired identifications to build the LIR curve, and obtained con-

fidence intervals using 100 bootstrap replicates of the data [96]. We used permutation tests of

the data stream [97] to evaluate the statistical significance of the observed LIR curve using a

null model of random movement in and out of the study area. For this and all subsequent null

model tests, we confirmed that our randomization set size was sufficient to stabilize the p-

value. To identify the most likely factors affecting LIR dynamics, we used SOCPROG 2.9 [98]

to fit exponential decay curves to observed LIRs using a combination of modeled demographic

parameters, including population size, mean residence time, and rates of emigration, immigra-

tion, and mortality (after Whitehead [99], Whitehead [96], Ramp et al. [78], and Perryman

et al. [95]).

Individual patterns in seasonal occupancy were characterized using standard indicators of

site fidelity, including occurrence, permanence, and periodicity as defined in Tschopp et al.
[100], as well as the Standardized Site Fidelity Index (SSFI) developed by Tschopp et al. [100].

To characterize interannual site fidelity, we calculated the population’s annual return rate

(number of recaptures of whales seen in previous years divided by the total number of captures

in the current year) for each year of the study (sensu Acevedo et al. [101]), and determined the

proportion of study years in which each individual was seen.

We applied a Kruskall-Wallis rank sum test to ask whether site fidelity metrics for known

bubble net feeders differed from the remainder of the identified population (i.e. those we

never observed bubble net feeding). We then used permutation tests to determine whether the

LIR of bubble net feeders differed with statistical significance from that of the remainder of the

identified population.

Behavior. During close observation of whale groups, we identified six primary behaviors:

1) bubble net feeding (BNF) was identified by rings of bubbles and feeding at or just below

the surface. 2) Milling-feeding was inferred according to several factors: travel pattern was cir-

cuitous or repetitively back-and-forth within the same 1 km2; dives were long (more than 5

minutes); and surface sequences comprised many breaths during which the animal was

uncommonly still at the surface, suggesting recovery from feeding activity at depth. 3) Travel-

ing was indicated by swimming in one direction for a period of time greater than 30 minutes

in which fluking was rare. 4) Resting was indicated by directed travel at low speed, low breath-

ing rate, lingering at or just below the surface, and rare fluking. 5) Sleeping whales were

motionless floating at the surface, breathing only one to two times per minute. 6) Robust
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behaviors included breaching, pectoral or tail slaps, and other energetic surface displays. We

used ‘social’ as a designation to capture behaviors during group interactions that were not

clearly tied to the other behaviors and were clearly directed towards others in the group who

were in close proximity. These included lingering at the surface in very close proximity to each

other, body movement or gestures between whales, tonal blows, side rolling, and submerging

or surfacing in synchrony. Other logged behaviors included rolling in kelp and interactions

with sea lions. These behaviours are likely to vary in their detectability from shore- and vessel-

based platforms, and the analyses that follow were designed to account for this.

We characterized the geography and clustering patterns of discrete behaviors using a com-

bination of permutation tests and Generalized Linear Mixed Models (Appendix 2 in S1 File).

To test for patterns in the geography of behavior execution, encounters were pooled according

to their average fjord position in bins of 10 km, from 0 km to 100 km. For each variable of

interest (e.g., bubble-net feeding), the proportion of encounters in which whales exhibited this

behavior (‘behavior rate’) was noted within each distance bin. We then used permutation tests

to determine whether this rate was statistically significant. We carried out this test for the fol-

lowing variables: bubble net feeding, collectively all other modes of feeding, social activity /

posturing, resting / sleeping, the presence of a known mother, the presence of a calf, average

group size and calendar day of encounters. To test whether observed differences in (mini-

mum) cluster size among behavior categories are statistically significant, we built a Poisson

Generalized Linear Mixed Model (GLMM) in which behavior categories were included as a

fixed effect and whale identification and study year were included as random effects.

Sociality

The prevalence and stability of social relationships were characterized using weighted associa-

tion indices and Lagged Association Rates (LARs). We selected the Simple Ratio association

Index (SRI, [102]) because 1) we lacked calibration data and 2) the biases inherent to the SRI

are more predictable than to an alternative such as the Half-Weight Index [103, 104]. Based on

our fieldwork, we were confident that all adult individuals in groups were identified in nearly

all cases, and that exceptions to this were the result of specific circumstances, such as a sudden

change in weather, not patterns of certain individuals or social scenarios. Furthermore, we did

not observe any difference in the ability to identify individuals when alone vs. when associated

with others.

Stability of associations. We calculated LARs using SOCPROG 2.9 and the R package

“asnipe” [105] to describe the temporal stability of relationships over time ([94]; Appendix 3 in

S1 File). For these analyses, we subset our catalog to those individuals seen 10 or more times

and used the same sampling periods and maximum time lags as in the LIR analysis above. We

tested whether dyadic stability differs between whales that practice bubble net feeding and

those that we have not observed doing so. This test involved calculating several LAR curves:

one for all groups encountered, a second for groups that contained at least one known bubble

net feeder (these groups could also contain whales not known to bubble net), and a third for

groups that contained whales not known to bubble net feed. As with the LIR analysis above,

we used permutation tests to evaluate the significance of LAR observations and conventional

decay model fitting in SOCPROG 2.9 to identify the feasible social processes underlying the

temporal stability of associations.

Social differentiation. We used maximum likelihood approximation in SOCPROG 2.9 to

calculate social differentiation (S): the heterogeneity of social associations described using the

variability of the “true” SRIs estimated by a Poisson model [96]. Values of S close to 0 indicate

homogenous relationships within the population, values above 0.5 reflect well differentiated
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social networks, and values greater than 1 indicate strong differentiation. The correlation coef-

ficient, r, between S and the observed (measured) AIs was used to determine AI accuracy and

their power in testing for social relationships [96].

Social preferences. To disentangle social affinities from associations that may not be

driven by social preferences, we used generalized affiliation indices (GAIs) that control for

non-social factors when constructing network weights ([106]; Appendix 4 in S1 File). Predic-

tor variables used in the calculation of GAIs were the following: joint pairwise gregariousness

of dyads (after Godde et al. [107], with the correction from Whitehead and James [106]); geo-

graphic overlap, defined as the proportion of years in which both individuals were identified

that they occurred within 15 km of the same GPS location (reflecting the typical longest

dimension of a single channel within the KFS); and temporal overlap, defined as the propor-

tion of years in which both individuals were identified, out of the total number of years in

which at least one of the two was identified.

Significance tests. We used permutation tests to determine the significance of observed

indices of association (SRI) and affiliation (GAI) for each dyadic association and across the

population of whales identified on at least 5 occasions. The null models from these permuta-

tions were used to test the hypotheses that there were strong associations and that preferences

were more prevalent and stronger than expected by random chance. We conducted these per-

mutation tests for the following subsets of the humpback whale social network: BNF:BNF (ties

among known bubble net feeders); Other:Other (ties among other whales); BNF:Other (ties

between known bubble net feeders and other whales).

Network structure & stability. We used significant dyadic associations and affiliations to

build social network visualizations in the R package ‘igraph’ [108]. To determine the structure

of the social network (Appendix 5 in S1 File), we selected the Louvain clustering algorithm

[109] in ‘igraph’ to allow for multi-level (nested) and/or overlapping communities, then used

permutation tests to determine whether the degree of community clustering observed is

greater than would be expected from random chance.

To examine the inter-annual stability of network structure, we built association networks

for a running four-year interval (2004–2007, 2005–2008, . . ., 2016–2019; n = 12) for the popu-

lation of humpback whales seen on at least five occasions throughout the 16-year study. We

then used permutation tests to compare structural changes to the network during this time

series to the range of changes that could be expected based upon random chance.

Relationship between sociality and habitat use

To determine the extent to which patterns in habitat use were related to the humpback whale

social network, we developed separate tests for the full network of associations and the net-

work of social preferences.

Dyadic associations. To test whether dyadic associations were behavior-specific, and

whether engaging together in a certain behavior increases the chances of engaging in others,

we developed the following randomization routine. For all dyads seen together on at least

three occasions, we first determined the proportion of occasions (‘behavioral rates’) in which

bubble net feeding, other modes of feeding, traveling, resting, and robust behavior were

observed. We then took a behavior of interest, e.g., bubble net feeding, and identified the

dyads who had been encountered while engaged in that behavior (‘practitioners’) and the

dyads that had not (‘others’). Between these two groups, we then compared the rate of a sec-

ondary behavior, e.g., traveling, using a bootstrap differencing technique in which random

samples were drawn from the two groups and the difference of those samples was recorded,

and this process was repeated 10,000 times to produce a distribution of differences. The mean
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of this distribution was used as the test statistic. We compared it to a null distribution of

means produced by randomizing the behavior notes in the original sighting records and re-

running the procedure 1,000 times. By comparing the observed mean difference to the null

distribution, we determined the probability that dyads engaged in the primary behavior

would ever be observed on a separate occasion to be engaged in the secondary behavior. If the

observed mean difference fell above the 97.5% quantile of the null distribution, practitioners of

the behavior of interest (in our example, bubble net feeding) were significantly more likely to

be engaged in the secondary behavior (traveling) than would be expected from random

chance. If the observed mean difference fell below the 2.5% quantile of the null distribution,

practitioners were significantly less likely to be engaged in the secondary behavior.

Association network. Our test for social niche partitioning within the association net-

work was based upon the concept of network congruency. Based on the clustering algorithm

described above (see Network structure and stability), we noted the community to which each

individual was assigned. Then, for each possible dyad pair, we noted whether or not the two

individuals were assigned to the same community.

We then created a null congruency model based on a routine of 1,000 iterations, in which

community assignments were shuffled, community membership (same or not) was noted for

each dyad pair, and the randomized result was compared to the observed. For each dyad, if

individuals either belonged to the same community in both the observed and randomized

clusterings or belonged to different communities in both clusterings, then that dyad is consid-

ered to be congruent across the two networks [110]. The proportion of congruent dyads in

the networks is a measure of the agreement, or ‘congruency’, between two clustering schemes.

We carried out this congruency comparison using the igraph function ‘compare’ (method =

“adjusted.rand”; [108]). In this way, the randomizations produced a congruency distribution

under the null hypothesis of random network clustering, in which positive values indicate bet-

ter congruency than would be expected by random chance [111].

We then used k-means clustering to assign individuals to communities based upon stan-

dardized numerical variables that characterize some behavioral components of habitat use:

mean and standard deviation of fjord position (i.e., distance from the inner fjord), bubble net

feeding rate (the proportion of encounters in which the individual was engaged in bubble net

feeding), feeding rate (referring to modes of feeding other than bubble netting), social rate,

and resting rate. We considered other variables (e.g., observed calving rate and average mini-

mum group size) but excluded them based on their collinearity with more informative vari-

ables (e.g., observed calving rate is a function of times seen and therefore site fidelity; see next

stage of analysis. Also, group size is correlated to certain behaviors such as bubble net feeding,

S1 Table in S1 File). For every possible combination of these variables (n = 63), we used k-

means clustering in R (base ‘stats’ package; maximum iterations = 100, number of starts = 10)

to assign each individual into k = 7 communities, which is the number of communities identi-

fied in the association network structure analysis described above.

We then calculated the congruency of these 63 behavior-based clusterings with the original

social clustering scheme. For each, the congruency index was then compared to the null con-

gruency distribution to determine its significance: the proportion of randomized congruency

indices that was greater than the behavioral congruency index was treated as a p-value. The

significance (α = 0.05) of a k-means clustering scheme, which is based upon a certain subset of

behavioral variables, indicates that exhibition of those behaviors across the population is, in

fact, correlated to its social structure.

If several k-means clustering schemes were significant, we evaluated them based upon their

ranked decline in congruency performance (Δ Adjusted Rand Index; [112]). The variables

included in this significance set were treated as important behavioral correlates of social
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network structure, and the proportion of significant clusterings in which each variable was

included was treated as a rough qualitative measure of variable importance.

To double-check this social-behavioral congruency significance test, we conducted the pro-

cess in reverse. We built a randomization set of k-means clustering schemes (n = 1,000) by

shuffling each behavior variable with respect to humpback whale ID (we did this only for the

variable set that yielded the highest congruence metric of the 63 combinations tested), then

reassigning individuals to one of k = 7 communities using the k-means algorithm. We com-

pared these randomized clusterings to the social clustering using the Adjusted Rand Index,

then compared this null distribution to the realized social-behavioral congruency. If less than

5% of the null congruency distribution was greater than the realized value, the correlation of

social and behavioral clusterings was validated.

This k-means clustering and significance testing process was repeated for site fidelity vari-

ables (proportion of years seen, mean arrival date, mean minimum stay, and Standardized Site

Fidelity Index; n = 15 variable combinations), which were also standardized prior to clustering.

Finally, the behavior and site fidelity variable sets were combined and k-means clustering was

repeated to determine which variable combination produced the highest congruency with the

social network.

Preference network. Since the Generalized Affiliation Index (GAI) is designed to isolate

social preferences from the effects of temporal and geographic overlap in the study area, cluster

congruency tests may not be the appropriate approach for testing the interaction between hab-

itat use variables and social relationships. Instead we used two analytical approaches: first,

assortativity coefficient (AC) significance testing, and second, network position ~ trait correla-

tion tests (after Farine [97] and Perryman et al. [95]).

Assortativity coefficients. We asked whether the GAI network was assorted according to ten-

dencies in behavior and/or site fidelity. To do so, we calculated ACs for each candidate variable

using R package ‘assortnet’ [113]. ACs are positive if individuals with similar traits tend to pos-

itively connect, and negative if strongly different individuals tend to negatively connect (i.e.,

avoid each other). Since both GAIs and ACs can be positive or negative, we conducted this

assortativity analysis separately for the network of social affiliations (positive GAIs) and the

network of social avoidance (negative GAIs).

The significance of each observed AC was determined by comparing it to a null distribution

of ACs that would be expected if assortment by a given trait with the network was merely ran-

dom (1,000 iterations, based upon node shuffling; [95, 114]). Within this framework, in the

case of positive GAIs, ACs that are significantly larger than expected serve to indicate that trait

similarity relates closely to social preferences within the society. In the case of negative GAIs,

ACs that are significantly more extreme than expected (i.e., further from zero than 95% of the

null distribution) indicate that dissimilar individuals strongly avoid each other, while ACs that

are significantly less extreme than expected indicate that similarity between individuals reduces

avoidance and leads to assortment.

Network positions. To investigate whether individual social patterns are related to strategies

of habitat use, we calculated position metrics for individuals within the affiliation network. We

used the ‘tnet’ package [115] in R to calculate each individual’s weighted degree (summed

weight of all connections), weighted betweenness centrality (measure of how often an individ-

ual is located on the shortest path between two others, favoring short paths of weaker ties

rather than longer paths of stronger ties; α tuning parameter = 0.5), closeness centrality (the

degrees of social separation between one whale and all other individuals), and local clustering

coefficient (measure of neighborhood completeness). We treated all negative GAIs as zeroes

since we were primarily interested in the effect of positive social preferences.
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If social and habitat-use strategies are prevalently interrelated in common ways, then indi-

viduals with certain traits may, on average, share similar network positions. We tested this

hypothesis with respect to several trait variables by comparing the slope coefficients of linear

models built with the observed data (Observed network position metric ~ Observed trait) and

with randomized trait data (Observed network position metric ~ Randomized trait; n = 1,000;

after Farine [97]). Observed slopes that fell outside of the 0.025–0.975 quantiles of the random-

ized sets were considered significant.

Results

Data summary

A total of 5,193 photo-identifications of 454 individuals were recorded during 2,851

encounters throughout 1,024 days of sampling across 16 years (mean 64 days of sampling

per year; SD = 32, minimum = 22, maximum = 144; S1 Fig in S1 File). Overall, we collected

an average of 5.22 identifications per day of sampling (4.8 unique individuals d-1; 1.1% of

the identified population d-1), and the mean number of encounters per individual was 11.4.

The number of new identifications increased steadily from 2004 to 2016, then began to level

off (S2 Fig in S1 File). The rate of new identifications per encounter dropped steeply from

2004 to 2008 and has slowly levelled off since (S2 Fig in S1 File), and the percent of encoun-

ters with previously identified whales increased from ~50% in 2004–2006 to more than 90%

in 2017–2019 (Table 1). These discovery metrics indicate that, although new individuals

continue to be recruited, we have identified the majority of humpback whales within the

local population.

Table 1. Capture history of humpback whales in the Kitimat Fjord System, 2004–2019.

Year Identifications Recaptures

Total Unique New Within season Prior year Any prior year
n % n % n %

2004 79 41 41 38 48% - - - -

2005 168 38 18 130 77% 20 53% 20 53%

2006 230 68 33 163 70% 27 40% 35 51%

2007 141 55 19 86 61% 34 62% 36 65%

2008 148 75 32 73 49% 28 37% 43 57%

2009 297 96 33 201 68% 46 48% 63 66%

2010 252 85 21 167 66% 54 64% 64 75%

2011 242 103 41 139 57% 44 43% 62 60%

2012 239 100 19 139 58% 50 50% 81 81%

2013 452 151 52 301 67% 68 45% 99 66%

2014 750 164 43 586 78% 97 59% 121 74%

2015 874 213 58 661 76% 120 56% 155 73%

2016 615 181 28 434 71% 133 73% 153 85%

2017 113 77 4 36 32% 58 75% 73 95%

2018 240 103 5 137 57% 50 49% 98 95%

2019 388 140 21 243 64% 67 48% 119 85%

Mean 325 105 28 219 62% 56 53% 76 72%

SD 233 50 16 186 12% 35 11% 45 14%

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245409.t001
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Habitat use

Site fidelity. Interannual. The mean annual recapture rate was 50% (SD = 17%,

min = 37% in 2008, max = 75% in 2017; Table 1). Of the individuals we identified, 263 (58%)

were seen in more than one year, 116 (26%) were seen in 5 or more years, 49 (11%) were seen

in 10 or more years. Three individuals were seen in all 16 years of the study (Table 2). Across

the entire study, 137 individuals (30% of identified population) were encountered on� 10

sampling occasions.

Seasonal. On average, approximately 15% of identified whales arrived by the end of May

(doy 150; S2 Fig in S1 File). In most years, the rate of arrival increased between late June and

mid-August (doy 180–230). The fact that new individuals were continually identified through-

out each field season, even in longer seasons greater than 200 days in length, indicates that the

population is not closed within a single year.

The mean recapture rate within a season was 62% (SD = 12%; Table 2), and the mean docu-

mented occupancy within the fjord system (days between first and last observation) each year

was 20 days (SD = 25, min = 1, max = 130; S2 Table in S1 File). Permutation tests of the Lagged

Identification Rate (LIR) curve indicate that humpback whales remain in the study area for 50

days longer than expected if they were conducting random movements in and out of the study

area (Fig 2; see Appendix 1 in S1 File for additional results).

Bubble net feeders. The subpopulation of known bubble net feeders (n = 128 individuals;

65% of whales seen 5 or more times), when compared to the remainder of the identified popu-

lation, scored significantly higher (p< 0.001) in all site fidelity metrics tested: annual rate of

return, seasonal occupancy, permanence, periodicity, Standardized Site Fidelity Index (SSFI),

and the mean minimum stay. Bubble netters arrived earlier than other whales (p< 0.001), but

there was no significant difference in the mean date of final encounter (p = 0.456), which is

consistent with longer stays in the area. Based on randomization tests, the LIR of bubble net

Table 2. Recapture statistics for identified humpback whales in our study.

Recaptures

Years Individuals Encounters Individuals
1 454 1 454

2 263 2 315

3 208 5 192

4 146 10 137

5 116 20 83

6 98 30 49

7 83 40 34

8 68 50 24

9 56 60 14

10 49 70 11

11 40 80 11

12 34 90 9

13 29 100 7

14 20 110 3

15 9 120 1

16 3 126 1

Left: The number of whales seen in at least 1, 2, . . . 16 years. Right: The number of whales seen in at least 1, 2, . . . 126 encounters.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245409.t002
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feeders was significantly greater than the remainder of the identified population for time lags

of 1–70 days (S3 Fig in S1 File).

Behavior. Randomization tests indicated that geographic patterns of several aspects of

habitat use (S4 Fig in S1 File) were significantly unlikely under the null hypothesis that whale

behaviors were distributed randomly in space and time (Fig 3). Bubble-net feeding upon

Pacific herring (Clupea pallasi), which was confirmed visually, photographically, and through

the collection of drifting scales after feeding events, occurred more frequently than expected in

the outer channels and less frequently within inner channels; conversely, other feeding modes,

including subsurface feeding inferred from surface behaviors as well as surface feeding upon

visible shoals of euphausiids, exhibited the opposite pattern. Consistent with the previous find-

ings in the area [85], encounters in outer channels occurred early in the year, and encounters

deep within the fjord system occurred later on.

Fig 2. Lagged Identification Rate (LIR) of humpback whales in the Kitimat Fjord System. Left: Grey dots represent

the LIR calculated for each time lag (τ, in days) tested. Black line is the running mean of LIR (window = 10 days, first

point forced to the τ = 1). Blue line and shaded area represent the median and 95% confidence interval (2.5% and

97.5% quantiles), respectively, of the permutation tests (n = 100). Lags at which the running mean rises above the

shaded area indicate significant patterns in residency behavior. Right: Best-fitting SOCPROG model of LIR (note log

scale). Points with standard errors (n = 100 bootstraps) are lag-pooled calculations of the LIR, computed at τ = 20–8.

Orange line represents the best-fitting model (see S6 Table in S1 File).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245409.g002

Fig 3. Geographic patterns in the behavior, seasonality, and habitat use of humpback whales within the Kitimat

Fjord System. In each pane, the black line indicates the frequency of each variable of interest, pooled into bins of

swimming distance from the interior of the fjord system (bin size = 10km, 0–100 km. Blue shaded area represents the

frequency expected by random chance, determined via randomization (1,000 iterations; blue line = median;

shading = 95% confidence interval, determined using 0.025 and 0.975 quantiles).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245409.g003
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Mean group size was higher than expected in the outer channels as well as deep within the

fjord system, but not in central channels. The large groups of the outer channels are attribut-

able to bubble net feeding groups; our generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) indicated a

significant difference between bubble-net group size and all other behavior categories (S1

Table in S1 File; S5 and S6 Figs in S1 File). In the deep inland channels, the groups we encoun-

tered commonly occurred within dispersed aggregations of whales (30 or more, on occasion)

who, while interacting closely with only one or two individuals for intermittent periods, also

exhibited more fluid associations and a higher rate of social mixing, periodically forming larger

groups in which pronounced social activity (e.g., extended periods at the surface, without

dives, featuring tonal blows, robust behavior, and close interactions) and posturing lines (e.g.,

ranks of individuals jostling side-by-side with indications of aggression), without any apparent

connection to feeding, were observed. Those unusual social behaviors occurred at a signifi-

cantly high rate deep within the fjord system and less than expected under random chance

expectation in other portions of the study area. These unusual social behaviors occurred

almost exclusively in late summer and early fall. See Appendix 2 in S1 File for additional

results.

Sociality

Stability of associations. Of the 454 whales we identified, 355 (78%) were observed in

association with one another as dyads (Table 3). On 5 or more occasions we observed 276 of

these dyads, involving 35 individuals. 22 dyads (10 whales) were observed on 10 or more occa-

sions, and six whales were involved in 8 dyadic associations that were observed at least 35

times. Many dyads (n = 908 dyads of 133 whales) were observed in multiple years (Table 3). Of

these, 155 dyads (20 whales) were observed in at least 5 years, and 17 dyads (7 whales) were

observed in at least 10 years. Seven dyads (6 whales) were observed in 12 years. Randomization

tests indicated that all dyadic associations occurring in more than 3 years were significantly

unlikely in a null scenario of random mixing.

Randomization tests of Lagged Association Rates indicate that, on average, dyads

remained associated for two months longer than would be expected based on the null model

of random association-dissociation (Fig 4; Appendix 3 in S1 File). The LAR of whales

Table 3. Dyad recapture statistics for pairs of associated humpback whales in our study.

Dyad recaptures

Years Dyads Individuals Encounters Dyads Individuals
1 4,358 355 1 4,358 355

2 908 133 2 1,146 151

3 370 60 3 545 78

4 217 30 5 276 35

5 155 20 10 129 19

6 119 17 15 68 13

7 85 14 20 31 10

8 63 14 25 22 7

9 46 13 30 16 7

10 17 7 35 8 6

11 9 6 40 1 2

12 7 6 71 1 2

Left: The number of dyads seen in at least 1, 2, . . . 16 years. Right: The number of dyads seen in at least 1, 2, . . . 126 encounters.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245409.t003
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occurring in groups that contained known bubble net feeders (n = 2,255 encounters) was sig-

nificantly higher at greater time lags when compared to groups that contained whales not

known to bubble net feed (n = 943; Fig 4). The former LAR was significantly higher than the

null model up to time lags of 60 days; while the latter LAR was significant within a time lag

of only 5 days.

Association network. The association network was moderately connected, realizing 14%

of the total number of possible dyadic associations within the identified population (S3

Table in S1 File). The population exhibited strong social differentiation (S = 9.9, r = 0.92), pro-

viding sufficient power to test the hypothesis that KFS humpback whales had no preferred or

avoided relationships (S2 x H = 9.92 x 11.4>> 5; [96]). The SRI of most association pairs

(77%) fell between 0.01 and 0.05 (median = 0.021; mean = 0.028; SD = 0.024; S3 Table in S1

File). The highest SRI value between any dyad was 0.438. Based on data stream permutations,

strong associations were more common than would be expected from random association-

dissociation dynamics (p< 0.001). Of the non-zero associations, 11% were stronger than

expected from chance at α = 0.05.

Social preferences. We used Generalized Affiliation Indices (GAIs) to control for the

influence of non-social factors (i.e., co-occurrence in space and time and individual gregari-

ousness, S4 Table in S1 File) in our understanding of the humpback whale social network (S3

Table in S1 File). The majority of dyadic GAIs (87%) were negative, which may be indicative

of social selectivity and/or avoidance.

According to data stream permutations, the prevalence and strength of social preference

fell short of significance (p = 0.088) in tests of the entire population. However, the significance

of social preferences differed for subsets of the population. Within the subnetwork of known

bubble net feeders (5,420 dyads of 108 whales), social preferences were more common than

expected (p = 0.006) and stronger than expected, with borderline significance (p = 0.057). The

strongest GAI value among bubble net feeders was 9.05. In contrast, for the remaining subnet-

work of whales not observed to bubble net feed (1,052 dyads of 50 whales), social preferences

were less common (p = 0.800) and weaker (p = 0.924) than expected, the strongest GAI was

lower (3.542), and a larger percentage of GAIs were negative (94%; compare to 80% within the

subnetwork of bubble net feeders). Social preferences were similarly weak for dyadic associa-

tions between known bubble net feeders and whales not known to bubble net feed (4,867

dyads of 158 whales; S3 Table in S1 File).

Fig 4. Lagged Association Rate (LAR) of humpback whales in the Kitimat Fjord System, parsed into three subsets

of our data: All groups encountered (left), groups containing known bubble net feeders (center), and groups

containing whales not known to bubble net feed (right). Grey dots represent the Association Rate calculated for each

time lag (in days) tested. Black line is the running mean of LIR (window = 10 days, first point forced to the τ = 1, last

point forced to the final τ). Blue line and shaded area represent the median and 95% confidence interval (2.5% and

97.5% quantiles), respectively, of the randomized null model (n = 100). Lags at which the running mean rises above the

shaded area indicate significantly stable dyadic associations. The orange line on the left plot (‘All groups’) represents

the best-fitting SOCPROG model of LAR (see S7 Table in S1 File).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245409.g004
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Social network structure & stability. We found support for subdivision of the observed

social association network into communities of individuals with stronger in-group relation-

ships. Seven communities were identified within the network (no multi-level or nested clus-

ters; modularity = 0.3, where modularity is a measure of the strength of network structure; Fig

5). Randomization tests indicated that the network modularity was significantly greater than

would be expected based upon random network clustering (p = 0.000; mean modularity of

randomized network = 0.229, sd = 0.003, min = 0.218, max = 0.241), and the observed number

of communities was significantly lower than expected (p = 0.002, mean of randomization

set = 10.278, sd = 0.964, min = 7, max = 13).

One of these seven communities consisted of a single whale who was encountered on five

occasions in a single year, but never with another whale. Within the remaining six communi-

ties, social differentiation ranged from moderate to strong (range in S = 0.55–1.77). Social dif-

ferentiation appeared to be related to the proportion of dyads in which both whales were

known to bubble net feed (linear regression, n = 6, p = 0.02, r2 = 0.77). The most differentiated

community contained a high proportion (0.85) of bubble net feeder dyads, while the least dif-

ferentiated community contained the lowest proportion (0.24).

The structure of the association network shifted roughly halfway through the 16-year study

(S7 Fig in S1 File). In the early years (2004–2011), the humpback population was dispersed

into a higher number of smaller communities than would be expected by chance (Fig 6A and

6B), with the exception of a core network of regular bubble net feeders (S7 Fig in S1 File). In

contrast, during the more recent years of 2012–2019, network connectivity increased such that

the number of discrete communities declined and the five largest contained a larger propor-

tion of the population than expected (Fig 6A and 6B). During this 2010–2012 shift, community

modularity broke down and was similar to what would be expected from random social mix-

ing (Fig 6C).

Relationship between social structure and habitat use

Dyadic associations. Engaging together in certain behavioral contexts was correlated

strongly with engaging together in others (Table 4). Dyads who were seen sub-surface feeding

Fig 5. Social networks, color-coded by community membership as identified by the Louvain clustering algorithm

in igraph, of humpback whales (� 5 encounters) in the Kitimat Fjord System. The left network is based upon social

associations (weighted by the Simple Ratio Index) and contains 7 identified communities. The right network includes

the network of social preferences (weighted by the Generalized Affiliation Index), with 13 identified communities.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245409.g005
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together were more likely to travel together (p = 0.000) compared to those that were not,

and, conversely, dyads found traveling and exhibiting robust behavior were more likely to

be found sub-surface feeding (p = 0.004 and p = 0.002, respectively). Bubble net feeding

together, however, did not, on average, translate to associations in other behavioral contexts.

Bubble net feeding dyads were significantly unlikely to be found engaged in sub-surface feed-

ing (p = 0.000) or resting (p = 0.004).

Association networks. S8 Fig in S1 File shows the network of associations in the context

of individual-level patterns in habitat use and behavior. These visualizations highlight poten-

tially related patterns of social assortment within the network. For example, bubble net feeding

whales are assorted predominantly into the lower half of this representation of the network.

Those same individuals, when compared to the remaining population, appear to exhibit

greater site fidelity, arrive earlier in the year, occur predominantly in the outer channels of the

fjord system, and spend less time conducting explicitly social behaviors such as ‘posturing’.

Other traits, such as being a known mother (S9 Fig in S1 File), did not appear to be assorted

within the network. These patterns are verified statistically below.

Social-behavioral congruency. Of the 63 behavioral k-means clustering schemes we com-

pared to the social clustering, 11 (17%) had statistically significant (p< 0.05) congruency

Fig 6. Annual time series of association network structure metrics, based on a four-year running window (2004–

2007, 2005–2008, . . ., 2016–2019; n = 12) for the population of humpback whales seen on at least five occasions

throughout the 16-year study. The observed structure metrics (black line and dots) are compared to a null model

based upon 1,000 randomizations each of the original sighting records within each four-year interval (grey shaded area

is 95% confidence interval of these randomizations, based on 0.025 and 0.975 quantiles). Significantly non-random

structural patterns are indicated by the departure of the black line from the grey shaded area. A. The number of

communities within the network, as identified by the Louvain algorithm in igraph. B. The proportion of the

population contained within the five largest communities identified by the clustering algorithm. C. The modularity of

the community structure.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245409.g006

Table 4. Social transference of behavior.

Primary behavior n Secondary behavior

Bubble net Feed (other) Travel Robust Rest

Bubble net 336, 35 - 0.000 0.872 0.075 0.004

Feed (other) 153, 218 0.001 - 1.000 0.940 0.901

Travel 210, 161 0.942 0.996 - 0.517 0.451

Robust 29, 342 0.001 0.998 0.523 - 0.630

Rest 39, 332 0.000 0.961 0.998 0.783 -

The probability that humpback whales dyads engaged in a primary behavior would ever be observed on a separate occasion to be engaged in a secondary behavior, as

determined by randomization tests (n = 1,000; see main text) applied to the subset of dyads seen together on at least three occasions. Significant findings, based on a

two-tailed significance test (p < 0.025 or p > 0.975) are in boldface. Column n provides the sample size of the dyad sets used in the test; the first number is the size of the

dyad set known to practice the primary behavior together, and the second number is the size of the set of dyads who were not.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245409.t004
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indices based upon comparison to a null distribution of randomized social associations. All

significant clusterings yielded a p-value of 0.014 or less. The most congruent clustering

(p<0.001; adj. rand = 0.027) was based upon the bubble net feeding rate and the standard devi-

ation of distance from the fjord interior. The significance of this variable set was confirmed by

reverse randomization, in which the observed congruency of the social-behavioral clusterings

was greater than expected based on a null model of random behavior (p = 0.004). All six behav-

ioral variables tested were present in at least one clustering in the significance set. The standard

deviation of fjord position was most often included in significant clusterings (73%), followed

by resting rate (64%), then bubble net feeding rate (55%).

Social-site fidelity congruency. Of the 15 site-fidelity k-means clustering schemes we com-

pared to the social clustering, 8 (53%) were significantly congruent. All significant clusterings

yielded a p-value of 0.015 or less. The most congruent clustering (p<0.001; adj. rand = 0.036)

was based upon number of years present, minimum stay, and the Standardized Site Fidelity

Index (SSFI) (reverse randomization confirmed significance; p = 0.001). All four variables

tested were present in at least one clustering in the significance set, and number of years pres-

ent was included in all significant clusterings.

Behavioral-site fidelity congruency. Based on the above results, the most congruent behav-

ioral clustering was compared to the most congruent site fidelity clustering, and randomiza-

tion tests confirmed their pairwise congruency (p<0.001).

Social-combined congruency. When the complete behavior and site fidelity variable sets

were combined (n = 1,023 combinations) and compared to the social clustering, 50% of sets

yielded significantly congruent (p< = 0.05) community assignments, and 92 (9%) were con-

gruent at p< 0.0001. Within these variable sets, the five most frequently included variables

were years seen (99% of variable sets), SSFI (70%), standard deviation of fjord position (68%),

bubble net feeding rate (59%), and social rate (56%).

Social preference networks. When mapping individual-level traits upon the network of

social preferences (Fig 7), the assortment patterns described above remained evident. Based

upon assortativity coefficient (AC) significance testing (S5 Table in S1 File) for many of the

traits tested, trait similarity between individuals appeared to reduce avoidance and facilitate

social assortment. This is indicated by lower ACs than expected within the negative GAI net-

work for the following traits: bubble net feeding rate (p = 0.000), feeding rate (p = 0.001), social

rate (p = 0.001), mean fjord position (p = 0.000), SD fjord position (p = 0.004), and average

arrival date (p = 0.0001). Of these, feeding rate also registered as a significant assortment factor

among preferred relationships (p = 0.007), as did mean fjord position (p = 0.007), and bubble

net feeding rate fell just short of significance (p = 0.075).

Interestingly, two site fidelity traits (proportion of years seen and average minimum stay)

yielded significantly large ACs within the negative GAI network (p = 1.00 and 0.994, respec-

tively), and the AC for the categorical variable of ‘known bubble net feeder’ (yes or no) was

nearly significant (0.900; S5 Table in S1 File). These traits appear to be important factors for

avoidance, in that whales who are dissimilar in these respects tend to avoid social interaction,

even when controlling for structural variables such as geographic and temporal overlap.

Network position ~ trait correlations also indicated that strategies of habitat use were corre-

lated to the network of social affiliations in ways consistent with our other findings (Table 5;

see S8 Table in S1 File for corresponding analysis using association indices instead of affiliation

indices). Whales known to bubble net feed exhibited significantly higher degree-, between-

ness-, and closeness-centrality and had more contacts than expected (p< 0.001). Similar net-

work position patterns were seen in whales with high annual rates of return, and within-

season residency (SSFI) was also significantly correlated to high centrality (p< 0.01). Con-

versely, the position ~ trait correlation was significantly weaker than expected for whales that
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commonly practiced other modes of feeding, and we found no correlation between network

positions and social rate, resting rate, or status as a known mother. Whales who were encoun-

tered primarily in offshore channels exhibited high degree- and closeness-centrality (p< =

0.002), while whales whose fjord position varied greatly exhibited high betweenness centrality

(p = 0.004). Whales that remained in the area for longer stays exhibited higher degree central-

ity (p = 0.003) and a higher number of contacts (p = 0.001).

Discussion

Through long-term study of humpback whales within an important feeding habitat, we have

observed complex interactions between patterns of habitat use and their social lives. By identi-

fying modes of habitat- and ecological-partitioning and finding that such traits correlate

strongly to the social structure of the population, we have presented evidence of social niche

partitioning on the feeding grounds of a baleen whale. As with similar findings in populations

of odontocetes (e.g., [32, 39, 46, 58, 60, 61]) and baleen whales in breeding areas (e.g., [28,

116]), the complexity of habitat use and population structure exhibited here has implications

for our understanding of humpback whale ecology and conservation.

Fig 7. Network of social preferences of humpback whales (� 5 encounters; nedges = 1,527; nwhales = 136) based

upon the Generalized Affiliation Index (only positive indices are displayed) and color-coded by aspects of habitat

use and behaviour that were found to yield significant Assortativity Coefficients (ACs), which indicate correlation

between these traits and social organization. P-values of positive ACs (affiliations) and negative ACs (avoidances) are

provided below each network (see text for interpretation of significance). In all networks the placement of individuals

remains the same, demonstrating related patterns in the distribution of individual traits. Vertex size reflects the

number of observations of each individual. Thicker, darker edges represent statistically significant associations based

upon data stream permutations (1,000 iterations). Networks built with igraph in R using the Fruchterman-Reingold

layout.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245409.g007
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Habitat use

Strong site fidelity is a commonly recognized feature of humpback whale populations, particu-

larly with respect to feeding grounds [117], and has direct bearing on how whale habitat is pri-

oritized and managed for conservation [118]. Individuals within discrete feeding aggregations

return to the same regions year after year according to maternal lineage and imprinting [62,

64, 119, 120]. Even in discrete areas within the range of a feeding aggregation, strong site fidel-

ity to particular subregions has been observed [121].

The humpback whales of the Kitimat Fjord System (KFS) belong to the NBC-SEAK feeding

aggregation [122] and the vast majority of them (85%–94%, [81, 123]) migrate to breeding

grounds in Hawaii and thus belong to the Hawaiian Distinct Population Segment [124]. The

return rates we observed (mean 50%, range 37%–75%) are similar to those documented else-

where within this feeding aggregation, e.g., 47.2% in the southeast coastal Alaska [125] and

63% in Glacier Bay, Alaska [126]. Further to the northwest in Alaska, mean return rates have

ranged from 23% (western Aleutians; [127]) to 34% (Kodiak; [128]) to 37% (Shumagin Islands,

AK; [128]). On feeding grounds in other ocean basins, documented return rates include

means of 41% (Gulf of Corcovado, Chile; [129]) and 73% (Gulf of Maine, USA; [130]). On

breeding grounds, interannual site fidelity appears to be substantially lower, both in the north

Pacific [117, 131] and elsewhere in the world [132, 133]. Unfortunately, the annual return

rates and occupancy durations documented within site fidelity studies can be biased by several

factors, ranging from survey effort to population size to sex ratios to fluking behavior [128,

130, 134]. Hence the rates observed across studies and regions can only be compared loosely.

Nevertheless, our findings confirm the importance of seasonal residency, as observed else-

where in the region [126], to the way humpback whales use habitats within the NBC-SEAK

feeding aggregation area.

The seasonal occupancy we observed in the KFS (mean = 20 d) was lower than elsewhere

within the NBC-SEAK feeding aggregation, such as Glacier Bay (mean residency duration = 67

d; [126]), and falls in between observations from other ocean basins, e.g., 15 d in the Gulf of

Table 5. P-values indicating the relationships among affiliation network position metrics (based on positive GAIs) and strategies of behavior, habitat use, and site

fidelity in the population of humpback whales in the Kitimat Fjord System.

Category Trait Individual network position metric

Degree centrality Betweenness centrality Closeness centrality Contacts

Behavior / Biology Known bubble netter 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Bubble net rate 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.000

Feeding rate 1.000 0.901 1.000 1.000

Social rate 0.964 0.117 0.492 0.808

Resting rate 0.990 0.714 0.991 0.892

Known mother 0.214 0.441 0.771 0.030

Habitat use Mean fjord position 0.000 0.392 0.002 0.027

SD fjord position 0.189 0.004 0.131 0.093

Site fidelity Years seen 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000

SSFI 0.009 0.111 0.005 0.033

Average arrival date 0.984 0.138 0.594 0.956

Minimum stay 0.003 0.409 0.239 0.001

P-values represent the proportion of randomizations for which the slope coefficient of the regression (Position metric ~ Trait) that is greater than the real observed

value. Based on a two-tailed test with α = 0.05, P-values below 0.025 (bold) indicate that the relationship between the position metric and the trait is significantly

stronger than expected. P-values (also bold) that are greater than 0.975 indicate that the relationship is significantly weaker than expected.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245409.t005
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Corcovado, Chile [129] and 88 d in the Gulf of Maine [130]. Occupancy at breeding areas tend

to be much shorter; documented averages include 5–15 d off Brazil [132, 133], 6–9 d in the

Caribbean [77, 91], and 13 d in Ecuador [135]. However, longer breeding ground occupancies

have been observed (e.g., 34 d in Hawaii; [136]; 40 d off Camiguin Island; [137]). The interme-

diate occupancy we observed on the foraging ground we studied, if not an artefact of method-

ologies or behavior, may reflect the fact that the KFS is located more or less at the geographic

center of this feeding aggregation’s range, and therefore may be more likely to be visited while

individuals transit between feeding grounds to the north and south. If this is the case, then the

fjord system’s location may be a contributing factor to the complexity of habitat use strategies

we have observed within it.

The humpback whales of the KFS exhibit a wide array of habitat use strategies, some of

which were associated with strong social interactions. At one end of this spectrum are individ-

uals who perform brief, one-off visits to this habitat with no clear preferences in spatial use,

prey, or social affiliation. At the other end are seasonally resident individuals who return on an

annual basis, or nearly so, and who have strong tendencies in their choice of habitat features,

prey type, feeding mode, and social group. Between these two extremes, the varieties of strate-

gies vary in four salient ways: primary mode of feeding, habitat selection within the fjord sys-

tem, the seasonal timing of their residency, and the variety and stability of their social bonds.

We found that these strategies were all correlated; for example, bubble net feeders tend to use

the outer channels of the fjord system, arrive early in the year, stay in the area for longer peri-

ods, and exhibit stronger social preferences and greater social selectivity. Other individuals, in

contrast, did not engage in bubble net feeding at all, appeared to practice deep-feeding behav-

ior (likely targeting krill; [138]), occurred more commonly deeper into the fjord system,

arrived later in the year, were more socially fluid, but engaged in more purely ‘social’ behavior

in the sense that their interactions were often not tied in any apparent way to feeding. The fact

that these social niches are manifest along a continuum differs from examples of discrete

social-ecological phenotypes observed in odontocetes such as sperm whales (e.g., [46]) and

killer whales (e.g., [58]), and may indicate lesser reliance upon social structure in the survival

strategies of this humpback whale aggregation. It is also important to consider the fact that this

feeding habitat was only recently reoccupied by humpback whale populations that are still in

the process of recovering, in terms of both abundance and ecological role, from commercial

whaling [83, 139]. Furthermore, it is unknown whether or not the social and ecological roles

manifest within this population will recover in step with its abundance, if at all, nor is it known

whether or not the patterns emerging in the KFS even reflect those that existed before and dur-

ing commercial whaling. Future years of study within this habitat will allow us to interpret the

stability and discreteness of the social niches we have documented here.

The social niche partitioning we report here offers further insight into previous studies of

habitat use within this same humpback whale population and study area. Keen et al. [85]

observed that humpback whales occupied the KFS in a ‘wave’ pattern, in which whale distribu-

tion is concentrated in offshore channels in the early summer, then propagates to deep inland

channels in the autumn. Active acoustic surveys were used to relate prey distribution to this

‘whale wave’, but that correlation was found to be very weak, particularly in the autumn

months, and the authors were ultimately unable to determine the drivers of this strange habitat

use pattern. That study was based on a subset of the data we have presented here, but it relied

only upon the locations of whale encounters, and did not include photo-identifications. Here,

individual sighting histories and social records have demonstrated that the ‘whale wave’ within

this fjord system is, in fact, the result of social niche partitioning. While the distribution of

whales does shift inland throughout the summer, we can now say that the composition of indi-

viduals is also turning over, and that these individuals exhibit specific habitat preferences
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within the fjord system. In general, early arrivals exhibit a preference for the fjord’s outer chan-

nels, late arrivals prefer inner channels, and intermediate arrivals either prefer the central

channels or have weaker preferences. With this insight in hand, now the most glaring gap in

our understanding of these humpback whales is the genetic structure of their population, and

whether or not it corresponds to the patterns of social structure and habitat use we have pre-

sented here.

The importance of bubble net feeding as an organizing factor in this population was reiter-

ated throughout our findings. Compared to the remainder of the population, individuals who

engaged in bubble net feeding exhibited higher site fidelity to the fjord system, stayed in the

area for longer durations, were involved in longer-lasting, stronger social relationships, exhib-

ited strong social preferences, were more socially connected and exhibited greater centrality

within the social network, and were members of social communities that exhibited higher

social differentiation. Finally, bubble net feeding rate was an important explanatory variable in

the overlap of social clusters and modes of habitat use. We hypothesize that social niche parti-

tioning within this population is mediated strongly by bubble net feeding behavior. Humpback

whales are also known to feed upon euphausiids in the KFS [140], of which there is high abun-

dance throughout the fjord system waterways and throughout the summer and fall [141], and

it is possible that specialized strategies for prey types other than schooling fish are also inform-

ing the social-ecological patterns we have observed.

Humpback whales frequently forage in groups, targeting a variety of prey using a diverse

repertoire of feeding strategies [35, 66, 142–144], but bubble net feeding is remarkable in its

complexity and spectacle [145]. Now known to require sophisticated coordination involving

the division of labor and role specialization ([36]; but see observations of solitary bubble net-

ting in S1 Dataset), bubble net feeding has been observed in only a few subpopulations target-

ing only certain prey: herring in southeast Alaska [35], sand lance (Ammodytes spp.) in the

southern Gulf of Maine [142, 145], and Antarctic krill (Euphausia superba) in the Southern

Ocean [36].

In the KFS, bubble net feeding is similar in form to that described in southeast Alaska, in

which groups of whales dive below a school of herring, release spiralling curtains of bubbles

that corral the fish, ascend steadily until the fish are trapped at the surface, then lunge vertically

through the school [35, 143, 146]. During a bubble net feeding event, one individual (or in rare

cases more than one; authors, unpubl. data) also produces a distinct tonal bellow that has

come to be known as a ‘feeding call’ [35]. Although the KFS is the only location in Pacific Can-

ada where this form of bubble net feeding has been scientifically documented [82, 85, 87, 138],

we have observed it elsewhere in Canadian waters: further north near Prince Rupert (N 54.3,

unpubl. data), and as far south as Cape Caution (N 51.1, unpubl. data). As a behavior that

allows humpback whales to exploit schools of fish that individuals cannot capture as effectively

on their own, bubble net feeding may be of importance to the species’ ecological niche, carry-

ing capacity, and resilience to environmental perturbations within Pacific Canada [82]. In

order to better understand the importance of bubble net feeding to humpback whales along

this coast, on both local and regional scales, we emphasize the need for directed research

regarding the underlying social dynamics of the behavior in Canadian waters, as well as its

habitat requirements, particularly with respect to its sensitivity, if any, to disturbances from

anthropogenic noise, fishery interactions, and nearby vessel activity.

Sociality

Social behavior in baleen whales is typically associated with their breeding grounds [79], where

most social studies have been carried out (e.g., [25, 79, 91, 130]). As with other mysticetes,
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humpback whales have been characterized as largely solitary, occasionally engaging in short-

lived and fluid group interactions [71, 72]. On feeding grounds, humpback whales are typically

found alone or in groups of two or three associated individuals that are spatially segregated;

large groups are a rare exception, and when they occur they are typically associated with coop-

erative feeding [72, 73, 75, 92, 143, 147, 148]. Larger groups are also known to occur on breed-

ing grounds in association with aggressive male competition [90, 149, 150].

Regardless of group size, group composition has been characterized as unstable and fluid,

rarely lasting more than a few days [71, 72, 74], particularly on breeding grounds where the

only stable social bonds occur between mother-calf pairs [76–78, 147, 148]. These short-lived

bonds are not necessarily unimportant [74], and they have been found to reflect matrilineality

and kinship [69, 144], but they do influence our understanding of the species’ natural history

and its needs within a management context.

The first evidence of long-term social bonds actually came from the first decade of hump-

back social studies, specifically from observations of a bubble net feeding group targeting her-

ring in southeast Alaska [75, 90, 147, 151–153]. Multi-year pair bonds were also observed in

the early decades of social study [73, 92]. As stated previously, these findings were interpreted

as rare exceptions to the rule. Recent studies from feeding grounds, however, have presented

compelling evidence that the social structure of humpback whales is more complex than previ-

ously thought [78, 79]. In the Gulf of St. Lawrence, long-term pair bonds (up to 6 years) have

been documented, with sex and reproductive status identified as factors in their temporal sta-

bility [78]. Similar findings have come from the Gulf of Maine, with the additional insight that

this humpback whale society actually contains internal structure (i.e., divisible local communi-

ties; [79]).

Our findings, which include community structuring and, to our knowledge, the most

enduring multi-year pair bonds on record for this species (12 years, 75% of study years), lend

further evidence to this emerging picture that on feeding grounds, humpback whale society is

more complex than previously thought. Examples of this now span both the Atlantic and the

Pacific basins. However, our findings in the Pacific differ from those in the Atlantic in one

important respect. Unlike in the Atlantic (see [78, 79]), the strongest and most enduring asso-

ciations we observed were not between reproductively active females, but between bubble net

feeders. To fully understand the biological significance of this difference, and its implications

for conservation, more social research is needed elsewhere in the feeding areas of the northeast

Pacific, as well as in other ocean basins. With ecological interactions rather than demographic

dynamics as a primary determinant of social structure, this Pacific population may be vulnera-

ble to different environmental perturbations than those that have been studied in the Atlantic.

The shift in the humpback social network structure that we observed throughout the study

is noteworthy for its coincidence with environmental changes and demographic shifts within

the same time frame. Halfway through the study (2010–2012), we saw the network structure

change from a fragmented community with a large number of relatively small social clusters to

a more strongly interconnected community with a few disproportionately large social clusters

(Fig 6, S7 Fig in S1 File). This corresponds to the same years in which the trend in this popula-

tion’s calving rate shifted from a positive rate to a negative [139, 154]. In these same years,

humpback whales in the northeast Pacific Ocean experienced a series of large-scale environ-

mental perturbations, including El Niño Southern Oscillation events in 2009–2010 and 2014–

2016, a debris field from the 2011 Tohoku tsunami with unprecedented levels of anthropo-

genic materials that were predicted to impact pelagic ecosystems in various ways, a 2014 flip in

the Pacific Decadal Oscillation from a strong negative phase to a strong positive phase, peren-

nial sea surface temperature rise, and an anomalously persistent ridge of high pressure that

was established in the northeast Pacific from December 2013 to November 2015 [154–157].
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These events have been implicated in food supply shortages and mass mortalities in other

marine tetrapods [158, 159], and may have impacted humpback whale carrying capacity

within northeast Pacific feeding grounds [154].

It is possible that these environmental developments could be related to the shift we

observed in social network structure within the KFS. Perhaps the increased social connectivity

was in response to a lapse in resource dependability, which can force individuals to explore

other habitats and strategies of habitat use, hence interacting with a larger number of individu-

als in the process. However, we lack the prey data necessary to parse the exact mechanics

behind the changes we observed. Also note that the disruption to network modularity began

prior to 2009 and did not result in a persistent phase shift (Fig 6). Resource availability and sta-

bility are known to influence social structure in invertebrates [160], primates [161, 162] and

killer whales [163, 164], but the nature of that influence depends on specific natural histories.

Alternative hypotheses, unrelated to resource access, are also viable. For example, perhaps the

years of 2010–2012 marked a shift in social structure driven simply by the density of hump-

back whales within the fjord system, which had been increasing since we first began studying

them in 2004 (S1 Fig in S1 File). Connectivity remained high later in the study even as encoun-

ter rates dropped, but it is conceivable that the social connectivity, having been established,

was preserved even as population density returned to low levels. Clearly, further work is

needed in this area of research. The relationship between baleen whale social structure and

resource access, if better understood, could increase the conservation value of social observa-

tions in cetacean studies.

Implications for conservation

Socially-mediated modes of habitat use, particularly those involving learning and culture,

should be of intrinsic interest to conservation biologists working towards the preservation of

biodiversity for its own sake [39, 80, 165]. But there are also practical reasons for their impor-

tance. First, such forms of habitat use involve survival skills and strategies that are “fundamen-

tal to the daily lives of these animals” [39]. Without those skills, or the social scaffolding that

sustains them, threatened populations would experience even greater risk of decline. Second,

socially discrete subpopulations in the same habitat may face different threats, or may respond

to the same threat in different ways [39, 166–168]. Third, social cohesion and cultural knowl-

edge add to group resilience and may reduce the impacts of anthropogenic threats [39]. For

these reasons, social habitat partitioning has been an important consideration in habitat pro-

tection for odontocetes, such as killer whales [58] and false killer whales (Pseudorca crassidens;
[169, 170]).

Furthermore, socially-mediated habitat use can improve resource utilization for a threat-

ened population. Ecological studies have established that niche partitioning, in addition to

enhancing biodiversity and ecosystem function, can increase a population’s access to resources

[4]. When coupled with social behaviors that unlock otherwise inaccessible resources, as bub-

ble net feeding upon schooling fish does for humpback whales who cannot capture such prey

sufficiently without such techniques [36], niche partitioning becomes an even more resource-

efficient habitat use strategy. In this way, social niche partitioning can govern not only how a

population uses a habitat, but also how much of its resources can be used—thus increasing the

value of specific habitats even more.

Socially-mediated resource-use efficiency becomes increasingly important as the extent and

quality of a species’ habitat decline. Viable whale habitat is threatened worldwide by the expan-

sion of coastal urban areas, which are associated with high rates of vessel traffic, increased

ocean noise, and concentrated contaminants [171]. Urbanization is occurring within the
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broader context of increasingly severe biosphere perturbations such as ocean warming, acidifi-

cation, deoxygenation, plasticization, and other forms of pollution [172]. These changes are

steadily impinging upon areas that were once relatively pristine and remote, such as the Kiti-

mat Fjord System [173], and areas that have been officially designated as critical habitat and

yet remain unprotected [174–180].

As the availability and quality of habitat decline, it becomes increasingly urgent to effec-

tively protect what remains. To do so, management plans should include measures that pre-

serve each specific habitat use strategy practiced within the population, and should support

ongoing research that is focused upon those site-specific strategies as well as the social dynam-

ics that bring them about. Echoing the Expert Group on Culture and Social Complexity from

the Convention on Migratory Species [181], we also emphasize that (1) the exact form of habi-

tat protection should preserve the social processes associated with the full variety of habitat use

strategies, and (2) impact assessments of potential human activities within critical habitats

should consider how the social structure of the population might be affected [80].

These management considerations are directly relevant to the KFS, a proposed critical

humpback habitat area facing profound alterations in the next several years. At the head of the

KFS is the port of Kitimat, the epicenter of western Canadian Liquified Natural Gas (LNG)

project proposals [182, 183]. The new LNG Canada development, already under construction

in Kitimat, is slated to add up to 700 additional annual transits of deep-sea ships (up to

122,000 DWT; [184]). If all the Kitimat shipping projects currently engaged in the environ-

mental review process are completed according to their original timelines, large vessel traffic

through this whale habitat will increase by 13.5-fold, from 112 transits in 2013 to 1,516 in the

next few years [184]. This increase in ship traffic will precipitate a number of potential threats

to whales, including increased pollution and risk of vessel strikes [185]. Of these, increased

ocean noise is the perturbation most likely to affect the social cohesion of humpback whales in

this habitat [186, 187]. Of particular concern is the fact that the route of the proposed shipping

lane would effectively bisect the fjord system, establishing a significant perturbation that

divides the outer and inner zones of humpback whale habitat.

In order to understand the potential impact of increased noise on the social dynamics of

this population, and its implications for habitat use and population viability, we suggest that

the Government of Canada, Transport Canada, and BC First Nations who contribute to the

decision-making and policy development in support of recovery planning for cetacean spe-

cies at risk collaborate with biologists on the following research priorities: (1) Do shipping

lanes affect the movements and social connectivity of baleen whales within a specific habi-

tat? (2) Does increased noise impact the stability and frequency of pair bond interactions

among baleen whale individuals? (3) How will proposed increases in shipping levels impact

the hearing range and acoustic connectivity of baleen whale herds [188]? (4) Does vessel

noise disrupt or alter bubble net vocalization behavior on any timescale (i.e., for a single

feeding event or across years)? (5) Does vessel noise disrupt or alter the behavior, habitat

use, or population viability of euphausiids or schooling fish in the northeast Pacific? (6)

What ecosystem services are associated with whale habitat use in its current form and com-

plexity, and what is the value, monetary or otherwise, of those services [189]? And (7) do

fine-scale site fidelity and social associations within northeast Pacific feeding aggregations

reflect kinship, as has been found elsewhere [121]? If so, the disruption or loss of humpback

habitat on the local scale may be a more serious threat than previously thought. Until these

questions are answered, managers should adhere to the precautionary principle [190, 191]

in the changes they allow within baleen whale critical habitat areas, including the Kitimat

Fjord System.
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Conclusion

Along the north coast of British Columbia, we have found that the social bonds and commu-

nity structure of humpback whales mediate site-specific strategies of habitat use. The converse

has also been true, particularly in the case of inherently social behaviors such as bubble net

feeding. This reinforcing dynamic between sociality, habitat use, and place, which we have

referred to here as social niche partitioning, highlights the inextricability of these whales’ eco-

logical and social lives [80]; contributes to an emerging picture of humpback natural history

that is more richly social than previously thought [79, 127]; and emphasizes the need to study

baleen whale sociality for a more complete understanding of their habitat requirements and

their vulnerabilities to potential threats. In a population such as this, social disruption by

human activities may be an unanticipated pathway for compromising the protection of impor-

tant habitat. Our findings highlight the importance of adequate protection for humpback

whales of the Kitimat Fjord System; the value of protected areas in general for any migratory

species with strong seasonal site fidelity [126, 192]; and the importance of long-term monitor-

ing for the early detection and improved interpretation of population-level responses to chang-

ing marine ecosystems [126, 139, 172].
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